
History_Manhours

MDATE MHR LOST WDONE

Meck 1974 JAGUA E-TYPE

 
6 /21/2010 0 0.5 made parts list22196 BD

8 /31/2010 1 0.5 I sraping and wirerbrush undercoat/paint and filler of.22196 WD

11/29/2010 0.2 0 worked on estimate for cylinder head coolant leak22196 BD

2 /9 /2011 0.6 0 road tested for rattle in front end noted for finals, rattles don't have anything to do 

with work we did, checked hazard switch

22196 BD

12/9 /2013 0.4 0 Replaced battery22573 CEH

Summary for 'SYSTEM' =    (5 detail records)

Sum 2.2 1

BOD
7 /26/2010 0.7 0 remove stickers prep and prime new hinge and spring assembly22196 CRE

7 /29/2010 0.3 0 paint new trunk hinge and spring assemblies22196 CRE

7 /30/2010 1.8 0 replaced trunk lid hinges, needed to adjused latch and striker22196 BD

8 /2 /2010 0.2 0 Looked over job and discussed with Bill.22196 DC

8 /24/2010 1 0.5 strip paint off suspect areas ,per blue sheet instruction22196 wd

8 /27/2010 1 1 remove bumper, rear taillights and rear marker lights and rear tires, place on shelves22196 WD

8 /31/2010 0 0.5 A and a Wally on stripping piant off aflicted areas.22196 DC

9 /1 /2010 1 0 remove inner and outer grill22196 STD

9 /3 /2010 1 1 I was stripping paint of spot welds on bottom of the bonet and the rightside quotter 

panel.

22196 WD

9 /3 /2010 0 1.3 A and a Wally and made notes on condition of rotten areas.22196 DC

9 /9 /2010 0 0.3 Gave Steve direction on bonnet scoop.22196 DC

9 /13/2010 0 0.4 A and a Steve on L rear fender patch.22196 DC

9 /13/2010 6 0 Dissasembled front lower scoop assembly/ Cut out old right quarter wheel well 

patch/ started fabrication of wheel well patch

22196 STD

9 /14/2010 0 0.4 A and a Steve on l rear fender patch.22196 DC

9 /14/2010 5 2 Finished fabrication of right inner wheel well patch/ Fitted right inner wheel well 

patch/ Welded right inner wheel well patch/ Grinded weld flush on right inner wheel 

well

22196 STD

9 /15/2010 5 1 Fabricated patch panel for left outer quarter panel/ fitted patch for right outer quarter 

panel/ welded patch for right outer quarter panel/ grinded welds flush on quarter 

panel/ assisted in lead work on seam of right quarter panel

22196 STD

9 /15/2010 1 0.3 A and a Steve on rear fender patches and leaded l rear fender patch.22196 DC

9 /16/2010 4 0 Grinded lead on left rear quarter panel/ cleaned and applied primer on left quarter 

panel/ Began welding lower left door skin

22196 STD

9 /16/2010 0 0.1 A and a Steve on l door repair.22196 DC

9 /17/2010 0.5 0 I helped steve adjust the rightside door gaps.22196 WD
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MDATE MHR LOST WDONE

Meck 1974 JAGUA E-TYPE
9 /17/2010 5 1 Finished welding left door skin/ shaped metal on left door to match door gap/ 

adjusted right door skin to correct door gap

22196 STD

9 /17/2010 0 1.3 Helped Steve with r door adjustment.22196 DC

9 /23/2010 3 0 Made pattern for patch on right rear quarter panel/ Started fabrication of right rear 

quarter panel patch

22196 STD

9 /23/2010 0 0.2 A and a Steve on r rear quarter panel patch.22196 DC

9 /24/2010 0 0.8 A and a Steve on patch for r rear q-panel.22196 DC

9 /24/2010 5 2 Finished fabrication of right rear quarter panel patch/ Trimmed right rear quarter 

panel patch to fit

22196 STD

9 /27/2010 8 0 Finished fabrication of right rear quarter panel patch/ Fitted patch/ Cleaned quarter 

panel for welding/ Tack welded right rear quarter panel patch in place

22196 STD

9 /27/2010 0 0.3 A and a Steve on nose scoop.22196 DC

9 /28/2010 0 0.3 A and a Steve on r rear panel and nose scoop.22196 DC

9 /28/2010 7 0 Welded outer rear quarter panel patch in place/ Grinded weld on patch flush/ Started 

planishing rear quarter panel patch

22196 STD

9 /29/2010 0 0.8 A and a Steve.22196 DC

9 /29/2010 6 0 Straightened lower bonnet/ cleaned metal around inside lower bonnet scoop 

brackets/ Started adjusting lower scoop for fitment

22196 STD

9 /30/2010 0 0.4 A and a Steve.22196 DC

9 /30/2010 7 0 adjusted rear scoop mounting flange/ adjusted scoop side flanges/ Drilled holes in 

scoop and lower mounting flange on body for welding

22196 STD

10/1 /2010 0 0.5 A and a Steve.22196 DC

10/1 /2010 0 7 Fitted lower scoop in place/ welded lower scoop in place/ Grinded welds on left and 

right mounting flange/ grinded welds on lower portion of scoop

22196 STD

10/4 /2010 1 0 Welded back inside flange of lower scoop/ Grinded welds smooth22196 STD

10/26/2010 0.3 1.5 went over Steve's work a bit on r rear q-panel. ME added 0.3 for installing lights and 

letting down off jacks to move from pollock to ragtops

22196 DC

10/27/2010 4.6 0 leaded r rear q-panel, filed and primed. Looked over Steves's work on bonnet scoop.22196 DC

12/29/2010 1.4 0 worked on assembling area behind grill in bonnet22196 BD

12/30/2010 2.6 0 worked on body assembly, sprayed undercoat in front bottom scoop area, installed 

inner and outer grills, worked on installing rear bumper

22196 BD

1 /3 /2011 3.6 0 fit rear bumper, had difficulty with rubber seal, it had been originally installed 

backwards, after installation, found it had been cut, ordered another one, assembled 

trunk and installed side marker assemblies

22196 BD

1 /7 /2011 0.8 0 installed front scoop chrome trim, worked on trying to install rear bumper seal22196 BD

1 /10/2011 2.4 0 removed rear bumper and glued rubber seal to it, reinstalled bumper and fit rubber 

seal

22196 BD

1 /17/2011 0.5 0 aligned headlights22196 BD

1 /18/2011 1.5 0 cleaned undercoating over spray from painted areas under car, removed left rear tire 

and undercoated areas in wheel well covered with paint over spray

22196 BD

Summary for 'SYSTEM' =  BOD (46 detail records)

Sum 88.2 24.9

CAR
5 /13/2010 0.7 0 retrieved car from storage and road tested22196 BD
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5 /17/2010 5 1 finished evaluation, checked compression, cleaned and regapped spark plugs [right 

side plugs were badly fouled

22196 BD

5 /19/2010 0 0.4 Lokked over and wrote down things I discovered.22196 DC

5 /20/2010 0.1 0 put car on ground22196 BD

5 /25/2010 0 0.2 worked on estimate22196 BD

5 /27/2010 0 0.1 advised on estimate22196 BD

8 /3 /2010 0 0.7 qc22196 MCS

1 /13/2011 0 1.4 worked on qc22196 MCS

1 /14/2011 0 0.5 finished qc22196 MCS

11/27/2012 1.2 0 changed oil and filter22573 MCS

Summary for 'SYSTEM' =  CAR (10 detail records)

Sum 7 4.3

ELE
7 /21/2010 0.2 0 found and repaired bad connection at rear interior light22196 BD

11/1 /2010 0.5 0 checked lights, found it was missing right rear turn signal bulb, installed new one, 

noted right brake light not working, checked and found socket not assembled 

correctly, contacts not in correct place and repaired

22196 BD

2 /15/2011 0.2 0 replaced hazard switch22196 BD

Summary for 'SYSTEM' =  ELE (3 detail records)

Sum 0.9 0

ENG
5 /18/2010 1.8 0 changed oil and filter, lubed chassis22196 BD

6 /29/2010 5.5 0 removed right side cam box, worked on cleaning parts for reassembly22196 BD

6 /30/2010 3.3 0 cleaned parts, worked on reassembly22196 BD

7 /1 /2010 5.5 0 worked on engine assembly, installed tappets and cam, when cam was tightened 

down, it bound up, spent time loosening and tightening caps to see which one was 

the problem and to see if repositioning the caps would fix it>

22196 BD

7 /1 /2010 0 0 >had no sucess, disassembled, checked cam runout, set cam in tappet housing and 

checked, found caps don't contact housing when sitting on cam indicating the caps 

and housing are a smaller diameter than cam journals

22196 BD

7 /2 /2010 3.8 0 when installing cam, it bound up when caps were tightened, spent time checking 

what problem is, finally removed cam carrier, cleaned parts and checked, found caps 

were too short

22196 BD

7 /6 /2010 0.2 0 discussed parts with Jim22196 BD

7 /20/2010 1 0 cleaned and checked replacement cam carrier, needed to file burrs and other areas 

damaged from getting banged around, cleaned parts for reassembly

22196 BD

7 /21/2010 1.5 0 cleaned head surface and installed cam carrier22196 BD

7 /22/2010 0 0 >found 2 valves that were too tight and 1 too loose, removed cam again, battery was 

drained, needed to turn engine over by hand

22196 BD

7 /22/2010 4.3 0 installed cam followers and cam, checked valve clearences, needed to adjust all of 

them, measured shims went through stock, found most of what was needed, 

reassembled cam and followers, checked clearances again >

22196 BD

7 /23/2010 0.6 0 removed right side caburator float bowls and checked float levels, removed carb 

domes and checked needles

22196 BD
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7 /23/2010 5.5 0 worked on adjusting valves, had difficulty with #2 and 11 intake valve clearances, 

needed to r+r cam several times before getting consistant clearances, suspect there 

might have been some dirt or carbon on valves, worked on reassembly

22196 BD

7 /26/2010 3.3 0 worked on engine assembly, installed intake manifold, freed up rusted carb linkage 

and adjusted [was originally improperly adjusted]

22196 BD

7 /27/2010 2.8 0 worked on engine assembly, hooked up pipes and hoses, filled cooling system, ran 

fuel pump, found right side carbs leaking at float bowl plugs and left rear carb 

flooding

22196 BD

7 /28/2010 1 0 replaced leaking carb float bowl plug o-rings on all carbs [ o-rings were 

deteriorating, probably from gas], ran engine, checked for leaks, found it wasn't 

charging, checked and replaced ignition light bulb

22196 BD

8 /6 /2010 3.2 0 ran engine, adjusted carburators, installed air filters, road tested, engine still had 

sticky throttle condition, checked, found problem in left side carbs, found no 

problems with linkage, tried lubing, without sucess, removed pistons>

22196 BD

8 /6 /2010 0 0 >didn't see any problems, tried lubing from inside, checked idle, had minimal 

success, topped off coolant and dashpot oil, bent ears on radiator cap to allow it to 

close all the way, road tested again

22196 BD

12/22/2010 4.2 0 removed carb and intake manifold assembly, resealed the head nut that was leaking 

and retorqued all the head bolts, cleaned parts for reassembly

22196 BD

12/23/2010 2 0 WORKED ON ENGINE REASSEMBLY22196 BD

12/29/2010 0.3 0 filled cooling system22196 BD

1 /11/2011 1.2 0 ran engine up to temperature, adjusted carbs and throttle linkage, installed air filters22196 BD

Summary for 'SYSTEM' =  ENG (22 detail records)

Sum 51 0

EXH
6 /21/2010 0.4 0 move car into spot and put up on jack stands in prep for work22196 CRE

6 /23/2010 1.5 1 take apart exhaust system toward repairs discovered some problems admin to what 

degree fix or repair

22196 CRE

7 /14/2010 0.5 1 remove center muffelers to remove old pipe pieces time lost to various admin and 

moving cars

22196 CRE

7 /19/2010 1 0 welded up and straighten one muffler.22196 DC

7 /26/2010 2.6 1 fit and install new rear section and existing exhaust system time lost to various admin22196 CRE

Summary for 'SYSTEM' =  EXH (5 detail records)

Sum 6 3

FUE
6 /23/2010 0.3 0 remove panels in trunk to locate fuel oder22196 CRE

7 /21/2010 0.7 0 lightly pressurized gas tank through vent hose and checked for leaks, couldn't find 

any, held pressure for a while

22196 BD

7 /27/2010 0.2 0.5 connect and test fuel system time lost to admin22196 CRE

7 /6 /2011 0.8 0 checked for smell, checked under hood and in trunk, road tested and checked again22357 BD

7 /14/2011 2 0 checked for fuel smell, removed trunk panels and spare tire, pressurized fuel tank 

and vapor seperator tank together and seperately, looked for leaks

22357 BD

7 /27/2011 2.5 0 drained gas, removed gas tank, looked for leaks, found filler hose suspect, removed 

vapor seperator tank and replaced hoses, ordered parts

22357 BD

8 /2 /2011 2.3 0 replaced tank sump gasket, installed liquid/gas seperator with hoses, installed gas 

tank [with new filler hose] with some difficulty, connected vent hoses

22357 BD
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8 /3 /2011 0 0 electrical connections, soldered the power wire that was twisted together, hooked up 

pump and checked for leaks

22357 BD

8 /3 /2011 3.5 0 replaced rubber fuel hoses in trunk, resealed one of the banjo bolts on the fuel pump, 

filled gas tank, ran fuel pump, found pump leaking, removed it, tightened the loose 

screws holding the pump together, also tightened the loose>

22357 BD

8 /5 /2011 0.8 0 left car out side with trunk open to air it out, road tested it and let it sit in sun closed 

up and checked for gas smell, had faint odor around right side of trunk

22357 BD

8 /8 /2011 0.1 0 checked car and trunk for fuel smell22357 BD

8 /10/2011 1 0 sprayed odor remover in trunk, parked car outside and checked later for smell, 

worked on getting fuel pump back in, needed to trim new foam for pump, having 

much difficulty getting pump in with foam

22357 BD

8 /11/2011 1.4 0 finished reassembling trunk, had difficulty getting fuel pump into holder with new 

foam

22357 BD

Summary for 'SYSTEM' =  FUE (13 detail records)

Sum 15.6 0.5

INT
7 /30/2010 0.3 0 tried calling Crutchfield to get info on installing IPOD, removed radio and checked22196 BD

8 /4 /2010 0.8 0 removed panel between console and a/c unit, made a template and cut a hole in it for 

speaker, attached it to car to see what speakers would fit, tried one we had in stock 

and discussed it with Jim

22196 BD

8 /6 /2010 0.2 0 reinstalled radio with IPOD cable attached22196 BD

11/9 /2010 0.2 0 worked with Jim on getting front speakers22196 BD

11/22/2010 0.4 0 checked Turner's e-type to see where to mount speakers, cut a hole in under dash 

panel and mounted a speaker so Jim can order speaker covers

22196 BD

11/24/2010 0.2 0 reattached speaker to dash panel differently to make fitting a grill a little easier, 

worked with Jim

22196 BD

1 /3 /2011 2 0 fit speakers and grills to center console cover, required cutting out original speaker 

grills, adapting speakers to fit and modifying suplied brackets for grills to fit

22196 BD

1 /4 /2011 2 0 connected front speaker wires to radio and routed them under carpet to front, 

required r+r right seat and radio, installed console part with speakers, had some 

difficulty with getting it in place

22196 BD

1 /18/2011 1 0 routed i-pod cable to front of car from rear compartment, required r+r right seat, 

drilled hole in compartment, removed cover from plug on cable and routed cable 

through hole, under carpet and to console

22196 BD

11/28/2012 0.8 0 cleaned and conditioned drivers leather seat22573 MCS

Summary for 'SYSTEM' =  INT (10 detail records)

Sum 7.9 0

SUF
7 /13/2010 1.2 1 r+r front swaybar bushings time lost to moving cars and parts admin22196 CRE

7 /21/2010 1.2 0 replaced right front lower ball joint22196 BD

8 /5 /2010 3 0 replaced both front shocks, had difficulty with hardware, noticed front crossmember 

upper bolts loose and a couple were too short, replaced short bolts and tightened all 

hardware, put car on ground

22196 BD

Summary for 'SYSTEM' =  SUF (3 detail records)

Sum 5.4 1

SUR
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7 /6 /2010 3.5 1 remove right side rear shox r+r springs onto new shox r+r right side trailing arm time 

lost to various admin

22196 CRE

7 /7 /2010 3 1 install both right side rear shox r+r left side rear shox [with old springs] and trailing 

arm time lost to various admin

22196 CRE

Summary for 'SYSTEM' =  SUR (2 detail records)

Sum 6.5 2

WHE
6 /22/2010 0.4 0 remove 5 wheels for new tires22196 CRE

7 /27/2010 0.2 0.5 install wheels with new tyres time lost to admin22196 CRE

Summary for 'SYSTEM' =  WHE (2 detail records)

Sum 0.6 0.5

WW
7 /21/2010 1.3 0 checked wiper switch and circuit, cleaned connector at motor, checked and it blew a 

fuse, removed motor and checked, removed gear, checked park switch

22196 BD

7 /21/2010 1 0 installed new washer pump, needed to modify mounting bracket, needed to clean and 

aim washer nozzles

22196 BD

7 /23/2010 1.7 0 replaced brush assembly in wiper motor, hooked up motor and tested operation, 

cleaned contacts in switch and installed wiper motor

22196 BD

11/1 /2010 0.2 0 adjusted windshield washer nozzles22196 BD

1 /18/2011 0.2 0 repaired driver's side wiper blade to keep it from hitting windshield frame22196 BD

Summary for 'SYSTEM' =  WW (5 detail records)

Sum 4.4 0

Summary for 'MODEL' =  E-TYPE (126 detail records)

Sum 195.7 37.2

195.7 37.2Grand Total
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